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A healthier way to work

Renew Sit-to-Stand Tables
Designed by Brian Alexander

Elegant in form and efficient in design, Renew makes moving
from sitting to standing—and back again—a natural part of
your day. Everything you’ve been looking for in a sit-to-stand
table is accounted for, from intuitive height adjustment to
cable management to a durable, long-lasting desk. And you

can be confident in the life of your standing desk, with our
all-encompassing warranty. Combined with a great office chair,
Renew gives you a full range of supported movement to help
you stay active and healthy while you work.

A variety of privacy screens can be added to Renew to give people
a sense of enclosure and ownership over their personal space when
using the table in group settings.

Put an Emphasis on Wellness

Give People the Focus

Our bodies aren’t designed to stay in one position. We were
made to move. But between sitting and sleeping, most
Americans are sedentary for around 21 hours a day. Research
links sedentary lifestyles to a higher risk of diabetes, some
cancers, obesity, and cardiovascular disease. Renew helps
people take charge of their wellness at work by making it easier
to change positions throughout the day.

Every inch of Renew was thoughtfully considered from the
point of view of the person using it and the people sitting or
standing nearby. A top-to-bottom design looks presentable
from all angles, even when the table is raised. With thoughtfully
positioned table legs, softly angled corners, and a cable tray
that’s tucked away, leg room beneath the desk is generous and
clutter-free. And the design is easily integrated in your office,
creating a dynamic, supportive workspace.

Keep Cables Accessible and Out of Sight
Gone are the days of fumbling underneath your desk, trying
to access the closest power outlet. With Renew, power is easy
to reach with multiple configurations of simplex receptacles
and USB charging ports on the work surface. And the jumble
of cables is organized tidily out of sight, thanks to cord
management that routes through the table leg and hidden in
the tray below.

Renew keeps all electrical components concealed neatly below the surface.

The simple, intuitive control works exactly as you’d expect: Lift up to raise the table,

The softly angled corners are also easy on your knees.

press down to lower it.

Renew can become a centerpiece of settings designed to support team collaboration.
Raising the table to standing height encourages participation in whiteboard exercises.

Be Active without Thinking About It
Renew lets people enjoy all the perks of healthy movement
without disrupting the workflow. A soft, paddle-shaped switch
works exactly as expected—moving up to raise the table and
down to lower it—so people can change the desk height with
little effort. A range of adjustments let each person choose
the perfect sitting or standing height or share a space without
compromising comfort.
About Brian Alexander
Brian Alexander describes himself as an observationalist.
“I spend a lot of time getting to know the behaviors of
everything,” he says. He is so fascinated by people’s behavior,
in fact, that he’s been compiling an owner’s manual for humans
since the late 1980s. He adds to the manual frequently—and
draws upon it for every project he does. One example is the
intuitive height-adjustment switch on Renew Sit-to-Stand Tables.
After noting how people interacted with other switches, he
designed a new control that encompasses our basic intuitions
about direction.
Brian Alexander

A seamless wire management design routes the cords from all of your
desktop tools into a high-density cable trough below the table, keeping
them out of sight even when the table is raised. Power can even be passed
through the base for a clean, streamlined aesthetic.

Components
The variety of surface shapes available is sized to integrate
with common workspace configurations.
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Mechanism
Electric Standard (E)
Electric Extended (D)
Crank Sit-to-Stand (C)
Crank Seated (K)
Pneumatic Counterbalance

90° Corner Table with C-Foot

Sit-to-Stand Height Range
27" to 46"
24" to 50"
27" to 46"
22" to 34"
27" to 46"
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Materials
Visit hermanmiller.com/materials to see representational samples
of our complete textile and materials offering.

Renew Sit-to-Stand Tables
Top

Formcoat®
White
91

Soft White
LU

Sandstone
WL

Warm Grey Neutral
WN

Folkstone Grey
8Q

Cool Grey Neutral
CL

Natural Maple Fleck
7F

Crisp Linen
LBM

Classic Linen
LBN

Casual Linen
LBP

Pewter Mesh
LBK

Steel Mesh
LBL

White Twill
LBQ

Neutral Twill
LBF

Sarum Twill
LBG

Earthen Twill
LBH

Graphite Twill
LBJ

Canyon Zephyr
28/D1

Misted Zephyr
29/DC

White
91

Soft White
LU

Sandstone
WL

Inner Tone Light
HF

Warm Grey Neutral
WN

Folkstone Grey
8Q

Cool Grey Neutral
CL

Natural Maple
HM

Light Anigre
HP

Aged Cherry
HX

Light Brown Walnut
76

Walnut on Cherry
HY

Clear on Ash
ET

Natural Maple
UL

Oak on Ash
EU

Aged Cherry
ED

Light Brown Walnut
2U

Walnut on Cherry
UX

Medium Red Walnut
EK

Metallic Silver
MS

Warm Grey Neutral
WN

White
91

Graphite Satin
G2

Metallic Silver
Polished Alumninum
LFJ

Warm Grey Neutral
Polished Alumninum
LFG

White
Polished Alumninum
LFF

Graphite Satin
Polished Alumninum
LFH

Light Anigre Fleck
7G

Aged Cherry Fleck
7H

Walnut on Ash
EV

Dark Brown Walnut
40

Patterned Laminate

Solid Laminate

Woodgrain Laminate

Wood & Veneer

Base

Finish

For more information, please visit hermanmiller.com or call 888 443 4357.
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